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PanSensic: Contradiction Finder Lens

Given the importance of uncovering and resolving contradictions in the innovation world,
we knew very early into the PanSensic development journey that building a tool to help
reveal contradictions was going to be an important piece in the Systematic Innovation
jigsaw. Moreover, perhaps even more important than finding a contradiction is finding out
how many contradictions are present within an organisation or customer-base, finding out
which are more common than others, and establishing which are more important than
others. All three questions can realistically only be answered by using tools capable of
automating the search process as much as possible. This article presents our
‘Contradiction Finder’ tool, the results of our attempts to find ways of answering these
important contradiction related questions.
Finding Contradictions
At this point in time, the primary focus of the PanSensic research is on the analysis if
narrative data. For the very simple reason that there’s lots of it lying around in most
organisations, and, thanks to the exponential surge in social media content, in the emails
we send and receive, in the blogs we write, the Tweets we send, and the Facebook pages
we (some of us at least) feel increasingly obliged to update on an insanely regular basis.
Scraping the collective email traffic of a whole organisation, for example, offers potential
rich territory when it comes to revealing contradictions. The question is how to do that job
in a meaningful way.
What we’ve ended up with so far is a two-stage process. The first stage looks for
keywords that help signify the presence of a conflict or contradiction. Word like ‘but’ for
example, or ‘however’ turn out to be extremely potent contradiction signifiers. Figure 1
illustrates how Pansensic can look through a piece of narrative – in this case a public
domain strategy document published by the UK’s rail industry:

Figure 1: Finding Contradiction Signifiers In Narrative Data
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The next stage then requires a more detailed semantic analysis to identify the two sides of
the potential contradiction. Here’s a typical sentence taken from the Figure 1 text, with the
contradiction presence signifier shown highlighted:

This has shown us that the age of our structures coupled with decades of
underinvestment means that these assets are not sufficiently resilient.
What the PanSensic engine has to do is look for the sentence subjects either side of the
signifier word in order to establish a) whether there is an actual conflict, and b) if there is,
what are the parameters that are in conflict with one another. Here’s what the trained
algorithm will pick up from the exemplar sentence:

This has shown us that the age of our structures coupled
with decades of underinvestment means that these assets
are not sufficiently resilient.
Having identified a conflict pair (or ‘pairs’ – sometimes there can be multiple subject words
adjacent to the contradiction signifier), the final stage of the process is to somehow map
the identified conflict pairs onto some kind of framework. Here, not surprisingly, is where
the ‘universal ontology’ offered by the TRIZ Contradiction Matrix tools comes in to play.
That ontology, coupled with our old contradiction parameter mapping tool and its list of
synonyms and antonyms for each of the parameters that make up the sides of the Matrix
now allows us to map the uncovered conflict pairs onto the Contradiction Matrix.
Continuing with the exemplar sentence, here’s what PanSensic will do with what has been
found so far:
age

= 13 (Duration of action of stationary object)

resilient

= 35 (Reliability/Robustness)

This now allows us to index the 13v35 box in the (technical in this case) Matrix by one to
show that we have found a duration of action versus reliability conflict.
Now repeat the process a few hundred thousand times and what you end up with is
something like the Matrix ‘heat map’ illustrated in Figure 2, where the increasing ‘heat’ is
related to how many times conflicts containing that particular parameter pair has been
identified during the data scrape.
So What?
Hopefully the Figure 2 plot presents a very visual indication of the number, relative
frequency and distribution of conflict pairs found within a given body of input narrative text.
In that sense, the PanSensic Contradiction Finder has helped us to answer the questions
posed at the beginning of this article. That’s where we’re at right now. Already feedback
from early customers is that we’re able to rapidly see a picture that was previously
invisible. We still haven’t solved any of the contradictions that have been found, but we
can do various things with the heat map that perhaps allow us to see where the subject
heads next:
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We can focus on the ‘hot’ areas of the Map and provide contradiction solving teams
with a ranked list of Inventive Principles most likely to help resolve those hot
contradictions
We can look at the whole map and derive a ranked list of Inventive Principles that
could be taught across a whole team or organisation (‘here are the Top 5 Inventive
Principles that will help you solve most of your current contradiction problems’),
and,
By plotting how the heat map changes over time, we can plot trends of
contradictions being solved, or disappearing from the customers horizon, or when
new contradictions begin to appear.

There will always be the ‘next contradiction’, but at least we now have an opportunity to
see when it’s coming, and how we’re going to solve it. Which is ultimately, all about
allowing problem solvers to spend their time efficiently: having a higher level of confidence
we’re working on the right problems, and a direct link to how best to solve them once
they’ve been uncovered and classified.

Figure 2: Sample Contradiction Finder Heat-Map

b
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Internal Versus External Mental Gears
One of the things that is very easily lost from Clare Graves’ work on thinking styles is the
separation he made between a person’s internal thinking style and the prevailing thinking
style of the external environment in which that person finds themselves. It’s much easier to
describe a person as ‘Blue’ or and ‘Order’ thinker than it is to make use of Graves’ ‘DQ’
label. But, of course, just because something is simpler doesn’t necessarily make it better.
Especially if the simplification strips away important information. In Graves’ model a
person can on really be called an ‘Order’ thinker if their internal thinking style (‘Q’) and
their external environment (‘D’) are both Order.
And therein lies a problem. At least if you’re a practicing member of the Spiral Dynamics
community, where there has been a long standing argument about the results of Thinking
Style survey results that appear to show that a significant proportion of respondents are at
the ‘higher level’ Holarchy or Holistic thinking styles. How can that possibly be, the Spiral
Dynamic experts will cry, when there is little evidence of any environment in which those
thinking styles can be observed in any number. The survey instruments, they will typically
argue, are ‘over-generous’.
Is that really the case? Or rather is the problem one of not being able to meaningfully
measure the difference between a person’s internally held view of the world and the
external environments in which they operate?
Fortunately, the advent of social media scraping tools, and particularly the PanSensic
Mental Gears tool (Reference 1) are beginning to make it possible to separate and isolate
an internal world view from the surrounding external environment. We’ve had the good
fortune to be able, for example, to analyse huge quantities of (anonymized) email traffic
and social media content in recent months. Although primarily for other purposes – ‘what
are people frustrated about?’ for example – once the data is in the engine, it’s very easy to
look at it through any of the PanSensic lenses.
Analyse bulk email traffic for a company, for example, or social media feeds for a social
group (‘GenY holiday makers’) and pretty soon it’s possible to build up a fairly
comprehensive picture of the overall thinking style spectrum of society as a whole. Or, if
the word ‘comprehensive’ offends, at least in the sort of quantities that Graves could never
have dreamed of when he was conducting his painstaking work of individually interviewing
subjects. Integrating lots and lots of societal level narrative allows us to build up a far
clearer picture of, for example, the environmental (external) thinking style profile of a
generational cohort, or a nation, or the English-speaking world.
Capturing external thinking style data, in other words, is relatively easy: all you need is a
big enough pool of narrative data for everything to start converging on an overall average
profile – a convergence which means that adding more data no longer has an impact on
the overall profile result.
So much for the big wide world’s thinking style profile. How might we then set about
identifying a person’s internal thinking style? One way might be to collate all of the Spiral
Dynamics survey results since what they have in effect been doing is recording how a
person thinks in isolation from their environment. Such a strategy would, unfortunately,
take us back to Graves’ original problem of not being able to access data in large
amounts. Although, having said that, many readers of this ezine who’ve sat in on one of
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our workshops where we conduct a Mental Gears questionnaire exercise, may well find
that they’ve been, qualitatively at least, contributing to analysis using this route.
Another way is to find a way of segmenting the overall mass of email traffic and social
media data in a way that somehow is able to distinguish between what a person is saying
and what they’re really thinking. This takes us, naturally, right to the heart of what
PanSensics is all about – ‘the science of reading between the lines’.
Analyse what people say when they’re off-guard and no longer conscious of their
environment, for example, or when they’re in a reflective mood, or when they’re
communicating with someone they trust (see the Vital Friends PanSensic tool – Reference
2), or better yet, a combination of all three, then you’re somewhere closer to capturing
their internal thinking style.
Trying to map this kind of internal/external difference is a subject we expect will expand
and become more granular as we acquire and analyse more data, and get better at
identifying when a person is being truly authentic versus ‘putting on a mask’. This ‘putting
on a mask’ expression, funnily enough was one of the first things that inspired us to start
this kind of analysis: we spend a lot of our time running innovation workshops with clients
and hence, not too surprisingly, we tend to get far higher levels of Holarchy thinking style
people in the room than Clare Graves would tell us existed in the world. Digging deeper
into the roles of these people in their organisation, and we often hear the ‘mask’ comment:
‘I’m this person, and when I sit at my desk I’m forced to become this other person’.
Meanwhile, Figure 1 presents our first attempt at a macro-level (English speaking) global
average of our findings to date:
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Figure 1: Average Thinking Styles For Different Thinking Styles, Split Between ‘Internal’ & ‘External’
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It’s perhaps worth looking at this picture in some detail.
The far right hand column of the table sums the overall percentage of people at each of
the different thinking styles in terms of their external environment. These figures turn out to
be not that far away from the figures first published in the Beck & Cowan’s Spiral
Dynamics book (Reference 3), albeit their numbers don’t add up to 100% so it’s difficult to
make a full comparison. At any one time, this column of data tells us, 38% of the
population are thinking in the Orange, ‘Scientific’ gear. In Graves terms, this 38% is at the
E level on the spectrum.
The bottom row of the table, then, shows the corresponding spectrum distribution of
internally expressed thinking styles. This distribution is similar to the external spectrum
with one or two significant differences:
- The number of internally ‘Holarchy’ thinkers is 4 times the amount of Holarchy found
in the external environment.
- The number of internally ‘Communitarian’ thinkers is 50% higher than the amount of
Communitarian found in the external environment at large
- The proportion of people thinking internally in the Blue, ‘Order’ gear is significantly
lower than the Order found in the external environment (20% to 28%)
- Looking at the coloured diagonal line, 66% (3+3+7+14+28+9+2) of people have an
internal thinking style that matches their external environment.
The fact that such a high proportion – two-thirds of people – are internally thinking at the
same level as their external environment doesn’t appear at first sight to be so surprising.
After all, if the way we think is at odds with our external environment there is a tension that
is difficult to sustain for long periods of time. It is this tension that eventually causes
organisations to begin converging on a progressively singular ‘corporate thinking style’
(NHS staff are predominantly ‘Blue’; clinicians show a strong propensity to ‘Red’). Perhaps
the surprising finding is that one-third of people, according to our findings, are living
precisely that kind of tension.
The biggest problem – if that’s the right word – seems to be the number of internallyScientific thinkers forced to don an Order mask (7% of the population).
Then it’s the number of internally-Communitarian thinkers forced to wear Order, Scientific
or – these people must be rigid with tension, and almost explode when they get home
from work! – Feudal masks.
After that it’s the number of internally-Holarchy thinkers forced to wear Order or Scientific
masks that we see so much of in our workshops.
Right now we don’t really know how accurate these figures are (we know enough not to
include any decimal places, however!), but we have more than an inkling we’re already
somewhere close to the ‘right’ story. What we need to help us get there is a lot more data.
Especially of the ‘internal’ kind. If any of our readers are up for an experiment in their
organisation, we’re all ears.
References
1) Systematic Innovation E-Zine, ‘Hearing What Is Really Being Said: Part 1 – Thinking Styles’,
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Not So Funny – Bad Day At The Paper

The life of the newspaper copywriter is all about solving a tough contradiction: say
something pithy and memorable about a news item, but do it quickly in order to meet your
imminent publication deadline. Sometimes things go well, sometimes less so.
Somewhere close by, though, is a good illustration of an Inventive Principle.
Like a rare outing for Principle 12…

Or how about Principle 2? Pithy with the pith taken out?
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Principle 16?

No, this is Principle 16:

Or maybe this is Principle 16:
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No, it’s this one:

Okay, this one?…
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I’m going with this one:

It’s a dirty job, but someone’s got to do it.
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Patent of the Month – Fast Hologram Generation

Patent of the month this month takes us to Korea and our good friends at Samsung.
US9,081,363 was granted to a cluster of scientists at the company on 14 July. The
invention concerns the generation of digital holograms, I suspect for some of the mindblowing 3D TV work I’ve seen at the company.
Here’s what they have to say about the problem that has had to be overcome:
A stereoscopic image is provided to realize a three-dimensional (3D) image. However, since the
stereoscopic image has a limit due to visual fatigue, a limited number of view points, and the like, a
method of realizing a 3D image using a hologram is drawing attention.
A hologram is technology for representing a 3D space that has a limitless number of viewpoints
and causes little visual fatigue by reproducing a 3D spatial object using a strength and phase of
light. Generally, a hologram is generated using a computer generated hologram (CGH) in a
method of generating a digital hologram. That is, in the digital hologram generating method, optical
signals are approximated, and a hologram is generated using an interference pattern generated
through a mathematical operation.
In the digital hologram generating method, a 3D spatial object is construed as a set of 3D points,
and point holograms corresponding to all 3D points constituting the 3D spatial object are
generated. In this instance, as the sophistication or complexity of the 3D spatial object increases
so too does a number of 3D points included in the 3D spatial object, and thus, an amount of
calculation subsequently increases.

So, from a contradiction perspective, quite straightforward: the more complex an image
gets, the more calculation has to be done in order to create the 3D hologram. Here’s what
that looks like when mapped onto the IT version of the Contradiction Matrix:
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And here’s how the cunning software dudes have made their great leap forward:
The foregoing and/or other aspects are achieved by providing an apparatus for generating a
hologram, the apparatus including a calculation unit to generate a pattern for a partial area by
recurrent interpolation (Principle 7) using input 3D data, the partial area corresponding to a
portion of an entire area for which a hologram pattern is to be generated, and a pattern duplicating
unit to complete a pattern for the entire area by duplicating the generated pattern for the partial
area.
The calculation unit may calculate Fresnel Zone Plate (FZP) pattern values for a plurality of
reference points in the partial area, and may calculate FZP pattern values for points excluding
(Principle 2) the plurality of reference points in the partial area, by performing interpolation using
an FZP pattern value calculated for at least one point, among the plurality of reference points.
As can be understood from the hologram pattern 400 for an entire area and the approximation of
Equation 6, a hologram pattern to be generated at portions that are located a predetermined
distance away from a predetermined point may be concentrically symmetric. Accordingly, in view
of concentric symmetry elimination, an FZP pattern for only a one-eighth area may be generated
without generating all patterns for the entire area one by one, and the generated pattern for the
one-eighth area may be duplicated for remaining areas, whereby a pattern for the entire area may
be obtained.
That is, when the concentric symmetry of the hologram pattern is used, pattern values for onedimensional (1D) points may be calculated directly through .rho.= {square root over ((.xi.x.sub.p).sup.2+(.eta.-y.sub.p).sup.2)}{square root over ((.xi.-x.sub.p).sup.2+(.eta.-y.sub.p).sup.2)}
of Equation 2, and patterns for other points corresponding to (.xi.,.eta.) may be obtained indirectly
(Principle 37) by using the pre-calculated pattern values .

Not sure I understand the maths, but the output sure looks pretty. Simple when you know
how.
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Best of the Month – Who Gets What And Why

The problem with the world of economists today is that when you see a new book with the
words ‘winner of the Nobel Prize for Economics’ written across the cover, the most likely
response is to dismiss the book as either irrelevant, wrong-headed or, most likely of all,
the spark for the next Global Financial Crisis.
Fortunately, I allowed the title to get me past the warning sign. As it happens, the title
doesn’t mean whatever anyone operating in the innovation world might think. This isn’t a
book about the hidden world of matchmaking and market design in the sense of
understanding customers, or what are the right problems to go work on. Rather it’s a more
gentle look at how a small number of economists (i.e. ‘one’ – Alvin Roth) are able to look
beyond the numbers to see what really happens when people make decisions.
Plus it makes for a pretty good guide to how to get a Nobel Prize in Economics: if Roth’s
story is anywhere close to the truth, winning the Prize is about, a) finding a good
contradiction, b) conjecturing Inventive Principle 10 as a potential solution, and, c) using a
touch of Inventive Principle 13 to prove the conjecture is correct. Don’t you just love a
good recipe?
If the phrase ‘market design’ sets your alarm bells ringing, meanwhile, fear not because
Roth delivers a string of insights showing how ‘markets’ are inherently manmade
constructs and therefore need due care and attention. He uses the metaphor of gardening
to illustrate his point: if you’re trying to cultivate a beautiful garden, Roth argues, laissezfaire is rarely the way to go about it. And if this metaphor perhaps hints at a lack of
understanding of complex systems, fear not yet again because Roth also makes clear that
gardening metaphors only take you so far, and that the best designed system is ultimately
one that self-regulates and self-organises. Both stages that come after the initial
gardening phase has put in place the right (‘everyone wins’) (self-)control mechanisms.
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Roth, in other words, is a Nobel Prize winning economist who – whether he’s heard of it or
not – preaches from the safe hymn sheet as TRIZ.
Including – without ever using the phrase ‘s-curve’ – the knowledge that every market
design eventually hits limits and if there is a need to go beyond those limits, step-change
new solutions need to be found. Or, put another way, that circumstances will cause even
the most resilient of self-organising systems to hit a contradiction that will ultimately need
to be solved in order to provide all the players the best, fairest set of collective outcomes.
Running through a suite of insightful case studies spanning a range from school selection
procedures through to kidney exchange systems by way of ebay auction bid strategies,
Roth possesses the rare knack of being able to demonstrate time and again how many of
our instincts are significantly out of whack when it comes to designing solutions to
complex problems. Delivered throughout with a highly endearing gentle tone and quiet
authority, this is, I think, one of the most eloquent books I’ve read all year. Even if I’m still
not quite sure how I get to apply any of it in the innovation work that we do. But maybe
that might just be the point.
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Conference Report – 6th ICSI, Hong Kong

Well, it goes without saying that it was lovely to meet everyone again. Literally everyone
as it happens. Which is to say that this felt like exactly the same attendee list we had for
the first International Conference on Systematic Innovation six years ago. A probably
telling thought. What it’s trying to tell us is we found ourselves in the midst of the most
sinister kind of cult. A cult of consistently meaningless papers and even more annoying
and irrelevant competition entries as it transpires. The eventual ‘platinum’ award
competition winner (14 of the 18 entries received some kind of bronze, silver or gold
award, just in case you were worried) was for a frankly rubbish wheel clamp design that,
had the project team looked, has been available on the market for over a decade. Not that
it gets utilized in the real world very much in any event, because the large majority of the
world has seen the truth: Wheel clamps of any form are the wrong solution to the wrong
problem. In another world to the one we found at ICSI6, one might have hoped that the
TRIZ/SI community – having the best suite of problem definition and solving tools
available to anyone on the planet, remember – was in a good position to rethink the car
clamping problem and turn the project into something vaguely useful. But no, rather we
reinforce the isolation of the TRIZ cult – a sad bunch of drowning, dysfunctional problem
solvers talking to other drowning dysfunctional problem solvers. With not a single life vest
in sight. Why does no-one else come to the conference? Probably because they take a
peak through the door and see nothing but a whole sea of bad solutions to the wrong
problems. You’ve probably guessed already that I wasn’t having fun. Things got worse.
I’m imagining the conference management committee is still regretting asking me to sit on
the ‘where next for SI’ panel session at the end of the conference. Although – quite
tellingly I think – the disappearance of half of the 80 or so conference registrants probably
offered the real answer to the question – they’d left the premises to go sightseeing or
shopping in Hong Kong. Meanwhile, I was accused of being ‘overly pessimistic’ by the
other panel members when I gave my thoughts on the future of TRIZ and Systematic
Innovation. That certainly wasn’t my intention. He said. Snarly and unpleasant as I might
have sounded sitting on that panel, the point I was trying to make was that we all sat at the
bottom of the Gartner Hype Cycle ‘Trough Of Disillusionment and if we weren’t careful
could very easily kill the whole game if we weren’t careful.

Design Thinking

Lean Start-Up
DeBono, SixSigma, Lean

TRIZ today
QFD, Axiomatic Design, Kepner-Tregoe, TOC, VSM
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Presenting dozens of rubbish papers was one way of achieving that goal. Arguing with
MATRIZ – who had no representatives present at the conference (i.e. Sergei Ikovenko
didn’t show up to fill his keynote slot) – because they declared SI to be ‘competition’ was
another.
Words like ‘pathetic’ don’t really do the situation justice.
One of the questions from the floor caused us to head into even more murky waters.
‘What can academia do to fix the problem?’ That was closely followed by the slightly
worse, ‘how do we get big companies to come forward and show the world what they’re
doing?’
On the first question, Academia is frankly irrelevant to TRIZ/SI at this point in history. In
the fullness of time, after something has become successful, academia’s job is to pick up
the historian mantle and make sense of what happened. Academia rarely pioneers
anything these days. And when it comes to innovation methods it’s like a duck out of
water. The best thing for academia to do for the TRIZ/SI world right now is include the
subject quietly in their teaching curricula but regarding anything else, they would be well
advised to shut up and go wait in the corner for a signal.
And as to the mythical big company proclamation of TRIZ merits, the fact that there wasn’t
a single paper from any industrial organisation was probably a good clue to the relevance
of the question. The fact that there weren’t even any participants present from Samsung,
LG or POSCO – the three supposedly biggest TRIZ users in Asia – spoke volumes. If
TRIZ/SI is working for these organisations, they’ve by now learned to keep quiet about it.
And if it isn’t working for them, the last place to talk about it is amongst the other dying
dregs members of a confused cult.
There are answers to the problem of getting through the Trough problem, but they require
some creative thinking. Something that – irony of ironies – was thoroughly absent at this
event.
They say conferences are dead in this hyper-speed world of social media and TED-fluff. I
came away knowing this one is.
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Wow In Music – 1812 Overture

Among the many pieces belonging to my musical background, Tchaikovsky’s famous
1812 Overture is one of those I cherish the most. The first time I listened to it was probably
as a child at one of the many open-air concerts my parents used to take us from time to
time. I cannot say exactly when that happened but, dazzled by the sound of the cannons
at the end of the piece, I certainly remember the emotions I felt. “How extraordinary”, and
“where do these bullets go to”, I must have thought back then. After so many years it may
have lost a bit of its mystery but listening to it certainly continues to be an impressive
experience today.
1812 is the musical narrative of Napoleon’s military campaign against Russia, in particular
about the Battle of Borodino that took place that year. What is remarkable about it, I think,
is to realize how music, without any literal meaning, is able to convey so many messages
and emotions. It is true, the main motifs, La Marseillaise and God Save the Tsar are used
to refer to the main players of the story, France and Russia, but these are just the raw
material the composer used to harmoniously embroider an intricate web of events. Initially
there is a grave sense of the inevitable: how not to fall to the power of the mighty state-ofthe-art artillery of the French army? O Lord, Save Thy People, the Russians
melancholically pray at the beginning.
In order to tell this story, Tchaikovsky masterfully applies his celebrated compositional
skills to manipulate all sorts of music resources, from orchestration and dynamics to
silence and polyphonic texture, all that to create tension, prepare expectations and lead
the listener to a moment of glory as we hear, in the end, the sound of the triumphant
cannons celebrating the unlikely French defeat. Could we say, in this case, that nature’s
divine rescue has been paralleled by the composer’s creative power?
RealME’s* automated description of the evolution of the emotions in 1812 is shown is this
graph:
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Figure 1: RealME automated emotion classification of Tchaikovsky’s 1812
Overture on a valence (‘x’ axis) x arousal (‘y’ axis) space. Each dot
represents a 10-second music interval.

As you can see, the emotional thread looks quite unstable, particularly in the ‘y’ axis,
which represents arousal (the ‘x’ axis being valence). Is that because of the excitement
ups and downs of the historic battle?
Whether it is or it isn’t, one would have to speculate that there can’t be as many
compositions containing the same level of Inventive-Principles-per minute as
Tchaikovsky’s masterpiece.

*RealME is a music player for iOS devices that generates playlists based on the emotional
analysis of songs.
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Investments – Graphene-Based Ultrasonics

University of California, Berkeley, physicists have used graphene to build lightweight
ultrasonic loudspeakers and microphones, enabling people to mimic bats or dolphins'
ability to use sound to communicate and gauge the distance and speed of objects around
them.
More practically, the wireless ultrasound devices complement standard radio transmission
using electromagnetic waves in areas where radio is impractical, such as underwater, but
with far more fidelity than current ultrasound or sonar devices. They can also be used to
communicate through objects, such as steel, that electromagnetic waves can't penetrate.
"Sea mammals and bats use high-frequency sound for echolocation and communication,
but humans just haven't fully exploited that before, in my opinion, because the technology
has not been there," said UC Berkeley physicist Alex Zettl. "Until now, we have not had
good wideband ultrasound transmitters or receivers. These new devices are a technology
opportunity."
Speakers and microphones both use diaphragms, typically made of paper or plastic, that
vibrate to produce or detect sound, respectively. The diaphragms in the new devices are
graphene sheets a mere one atom thick that have the right combination of stiffness,
strength and light weight to respond to frequencies ranging from subsonic (below 20 hertz)
to ultrasonic (above 20 kilohertz). Humans can hear from 20 hertz up to 20,000 hertz,
whereas bats hear only in the kilohertz range, from 9 to 200 kilohertz. The grapheme
loudspeakers and microphones operate from well below 20 hertz to over 500 kilohertz.
Graphene consists of carbon atoms laid out in a hexagonal, chicken-wire arrangement,
which creates a tough, lightweight sheet with unique electronic properties that have
excited the physics world for the past 20 or more years.
"There's a lot of talk about using graphene in electronics and small nanoscale devices, but
they're all a ways away," said Zettl, who is a senior scientist at Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory and a member of the Kavli Energy NanoSciences Institute, operated
jointly by UC Berkeley and Berkeley Lab. "The microphone and loudspeaker are some of
the closest devices to commercial viability, because we've worked out how to make the
graphene and mount it, and it's easy to scale up."
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Zettl, UC Berkeley postdoctoral fellow Qin Zhou and colleagues describe their graphene
microphone and ultrasonic radio in a paper appearing online this month in the
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.
Radios and rangefinders
Two years ago, Zhou built loudspeakers using a sheet of graphene for the diaphragm, and
since then has been developing the electronic circuitry to build a microphone with a similar
graphene diaphragm.
One big advantage of graphene is that the atom-thick sheet is so lightweight that it
responds well to the different frequencies of an electronic pulse, unlike today's
piezoelectric microphones and speakers. This comes in handy when using ultrasonic
transmitters and receivers to transmit large amounts of information through many different
frequency channels simultaneously, or to measure distance, as in sonar applications.
"Because our membrane is so light, it has an extremely wide frequency response and is
able to generate sharp pulses and measure distance much more accurately than
traditional methods," Zhou said.
Graphene membranes are also more efficient, converting over 99 percent of the energy
driving the device into sound, whereas today's conventional loudspeakers and
headphones convert only 8 percent into sound. Zettl anticipates that in the future,
communications devices like cellphones will utilize not only electromagnetic waves -- radio
-- but also acoustic or ultrasonic sound, which can be highly directional and long-range.
"Graphene is a magical material; it hits all the sweet spots for a communications device,"
he said.
Bat chirps
When Zhou told his wife, Jinglin Zheng, about the ultrasound microphone, she suggested
he try to capture the sound of bats chirping at frequencies too high for humans to hear. So
they hauled the microphone to a park in Livermore and turned it on. When they slowed
down the recording to one-tenth normal speed, converting the high frequencies to an
audio range humans can hear, they were amazed at the quality and fidelity of the bat
vocalizations.
"This is lightweight enough to mount on a bat and record what the bat can hear," Zhou
said.
Zettl noted that audiophiles would also appreciate the graphene loudspeakers and
headphones, which have a flat response across the entire audible frequency range.
"A number of years ago, this device would have been darn near impossible to build
because of the difficulty of making free-standing graphene sheets," Zettl said. "But over
the past decade the graphene community has come together to develop techniques to
grow, transport and mount graphene, so building a device like this is now very
straightforward; the design is simple."
Graphene and ultrasound. It’s a marriage made in heaven, people.
More information here:
Qin Zhou, Jinglin Zheng, Seita Onishi, M. F. Crommie, Alex K. Zettl. Graphene
electrostatic microphone and ultrasonic radio. Proceedings of the National Academy
of Sciences, 2015; 201505800 DOI: 10.1073/pnas.1505800112
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Generational Cycles – Ryley Walker

I like Ryley Walker’s music a lot. He was born in 1989, which probably means I really
shouldn’t, because that makes him slightly over double my age.
On the other hand, i think one of the main reasons I like him is because he’s managed to
find a 1+1+1>3 synergy with his music that is quite rare. Listen to his latest album,
Primrose Green, and if you didn’t know any better, you’d think you were back in the early
1970s.
Specifically, you’d think you were listening to a collaboration between John Martyn, Nick
Drake and Tim Buckley at their respective creative peaks. All three were born within 12
months of each other, played acoustic guitar, and pushed the boundaries of the popular
music genre. Consequently, none of the three ever really sold records in any significant
number during their lifetime, but received lots of critical plaudits a few decades later.
Of the three, Martyn came the closest to mainstream success during his lifetime. Two of
the above photos show him in action during his prime 1973-1974 period. The other two
photos show Ryley Walker playing in 2014. I’ll let you see if you can work out which
photograph is which.
I have a strong suspicion Ryley Walker will end up selling more music than Martyn, Drake
and Buckley combined. The 1970s trio were pioneers too far ahead of their time. I think
Walker has worked out that combining the three styles and sounds together today makes
for something that suits the moment far better: folk/acoustic music on the rise again;
people that can actually play their instrument being on the rise again; ‘free spirits’ e.g.
‘unruly hair’) on the rise again.
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‘Again’ in all three factors meaning, ‘precisely 40 years later’:

Martyn

Buckley

Walker

Drake

Without wishing to generalize too much from one case, I have a hypothesis that one of the
key characteristics of Hero generation media figures (Walker) is that they don’t do
originality, but rather combine the originality of the Prophet generation that came two
generations earlier.
It’s not a rule, but it is a pretty good heuristic for interested readers to go check out. If you
need a few places to go start – apart from grabbing a copy of Primrose Green, something I
highly recommend – please allow me to make the following suggestions:
Mumford & Sons – Fairport Convention
Laura Marling – Joni Mitchell
Courtney Barnett/Jake Bugg/Willy Mason – Bob Dylan
You get the point.
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Biology – Seahorse Tail

Why is the seahorse's tail square? An international team of researchers has found the
answer and it could lead to building better robots and medical devices. In a nutshell, a tail
made of square, overlapping segments makes for better armor than a cylindrical tail. It's
also better at gripping and grasping. Researchers described their findings in the July 3
issue of Science.
"Almost all animal tails have circular or oval cross-sections--but not the seahorse's. We
wondered why," said Michael Porter, an assistant professor in mechanical engineering at
Clemson University and the lead investigator on the study. "We found that the squaredshaped tails are better when both grasping and armor are needed."
Also remarkable, the square plates make the seahorse's tail stiffer, stronger and more
resistant to strain at the same time. Usually, strengthening any one of these
characteristics will weaken at least one of the others, Porter said. He and colleagues set
out to find out why. They found that square plates move with only one degree of freedom
when crushed: they slide. By contrast, circular plates have two degrees of freedom: they
slide and they rotate. As a result, the square plates absorb much more energy before
permanent failure begins.
To arrive at their findings, researchers used a wide range of techniques, including 3Dprinting a simplified model of the seahorse's tail, which they then bent, twisted,
compressed and crushed. They also 3D-printed and ran similar experiments on a tail
model made of overlapping round segments that they designed and that is not found in
nature.
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"New technologies, like 3D-printing, allow us to mimic biological designs, but also build
hypothetical models of designs not found in nature," said Porter "We can then test them
against each other to find inspiration for new engineering applications and also explain
why biological systems may have evolved."
Grasping, gripping
When researchers twisted the 3D-printed square seahorse tail model, they found that its
plates interfered with one another, limiting its range of movement by about half when
compared to the model made of round segments. In addition, after it was twisted, the
square model returned to its original shape faster, while expending a minimum amount of
energy. Researchers theorize this might protect the tail from damage. By contrast, a tail
made from round segments twists easily and requires more energy to return to its original
shape. Researchers also found that the tail's square segments created more contact
points with the surface that it is gripping when compared to a tail with round segments.
In addition, a seahorse's tail bends in a way that allows it to grasp objects within its line of
sight. Study co-author Ross L. Hatton, assistant professor of mechanical engineering at
Oregon State University and specialist in robotics, helped Porter develop geometric
models describing the tail's mechanics and proving its geometry is optimized precisely for
this kind of grasping.
Armour
Researchers also compressed the models made of 3D-printed segments and compared
their behavior to 3D-printed solid structures with square and circular cross-sections--but
without segments. They found that a seahorse's tail has joints at the exact locations where
the solid structures fail when crushed. This allows the structures to absorb more energy on
impact. Even more impressive, the square model outperformed the round one in all
crushing tests. This is because square segments fail without changing their general
shape. By contrast, round segments open up under the applied load, changing their shape
from circular to elliptical. This is important, because water birds are one of the seahorse's
main predators and capture their prey with their beaks and crush them in the process.
So what does the Contradiction Matrix have to say about the seahorse tail design? The
Clemson research discusses several coupled and conflicting attributes of the tail, but the
overall essence of the problems that evolution has overcome are the parallel needs for
high grip force, high strength and minimum energy to move. Here’s what that looks like
when mapped on to the Matrix:

Interesting to note that Inventive Principle 17 is high up the priority list as this would
certainly correspond to a point (i.e. circular cross-section) to line evolution. But not much
further down the list is Principle 14, Curvature, which would seem to imply that a straight
surface should evolve to a line.
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To understand what’s happening here, we need to examine the anatomy of the tail in more
detail:
The seahorse's tail is typically made up of about 36 square-like segments (Principle 1),
each composed of four L-shaped corner plates (Principle 17) that progressively decrease
in size along the length of the tail (Principle 3). The external shape of each corner plate
incorporates a small amount of concave curvature (Principle 14) that becomes
exaggerated at the apex of the corners (Principle 3). The plates are free to glide or pivot
(Principle 12). Gliding joints allow the bony plates to slide past one another (Principles 35,
15). Pivoting joints are similar to ball-and-socket joints, with three degrees of rotational
freedom (Principles 17, 14). The plates are connected to the vertebrae by thick collagen
layers of connective tissue (Principle 35). The joints between plates and vertebrae are
extremely flexible with nearly six degrees of freedom (Principle 12).
The tail, in other words, is an intricate congregation of multiple Inventive Principles, with
both Principles 17 and 14, being exhibited at different hierarchical levels in the overall
structure. The straight-curved physical contradiction, in other words, is solved by transition
to the sub-system. The tail might be ‘straight’ compared to nature’s usual ‘round’ crosssection solution. But look closer and there’s plenty of curvature and rotary motion on
show.
The natural world seems to get it. Now we just need to get the biologists on board. Then
we might actually creating some 3D printed solutions that evolve beyond nature rather
than merely observe it from one hierarchical level.
Read more here:
Michael M. Porter, Dominique Adriaens, Ross L. Hatton, Marc A. Meyers, Joanna
Mckittrick. Why the seahorse tail is square. Science, 2015 DOI:
10.1126/science.aaa6683
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Short Thort

“We have also arranged things so that almost no one understands science and
technology. This is a prescription for disaster. We might get away with it for a while, but
sooner or later this combustible mixture of ignorance and power is going to blow up in our
faces.”
Carl Sagan

“There's no chance of their having a conscious glimpse of the truth as long as they refuse
to disturb the things they take for granted and remain incapable of explaining them. For if
your starting-point is unknown, and your end-point and intermediate stages are woven
together out of unknown material, there may be coherence, but knowledge is completely
out of the question.”
Plato, The Republic

News
Online Shop
Eagle-eyed users of the SI website will have seen various to’ing and fro’ing over the last
couple of months regarding the online shop and how to order books, software and – now –
ebooks. No thanks to the variety of server providers we’ve been trying to deal with, but it
now seems we have something stable. We thank everyone for their patience during this
trying time. The main problem seemed to be ebooks… we’ve been keen to make all our
titles available in this format for some time now… you should notice them all appearing in
the next couple of months.
ETRIA Conference
We are pleased to announce that at least two of the four papers we submitted for inclusion
in the big TRIZ event of the year in Berlin in October have been duly written and will be
included in the final programme. Which is another way of saying, ‘Darrell will definitely
attending’.
Managing for Growth
DTU in Copenhagen have announced a third round of their wonderful 100day programme.
Those that can’t make the September round may like to explore the possibility of joining
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the February 2016 cohort. Darrell will be teaching his Voice of Customer/Voice Of System
sessions again. More details from the DTU Business School website.
India
Darrell’s next trip to India is looking like it will take place during the week beginning 12
October. Several of the days have already been allocated to client work, but if anyone is
else is interested in having us come and do something with them, please get in touch to
explore possibilities.
PanSensic & Happen
Well, it’s been a long time coming, but we’re very happy to announce that the formal
collaboration between PanSensic and our longtime friends at Happen has now been
agreed and various dotted lines have been signed upon. One of the first things Happen
bring to the party is a far keener approach to communicating what PanSensic is all about.
Keep your eye on the pansensic.com website for the first fruits of the collaboration. Any
day now.
New Projects
This month’s new projects from around the Network:
FMCG – patent invent-beyond project
FMCG – problem solving project
Financial Services – PanSensic dashboard
Automotive – SI Certification workshops
Medical Devices – Voice Of System workshop
Medical Devices – online training programme materials
Education – innovation strategy project
FMCG – ICMM assessment
Government – SME innovation support project
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